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First Learning Activity Revised Programme
16/11

9:15 Meeting at the hotel and walk to the Applicant School
9:30 Welcome and Presentation of the Partners
10:30 Introduction to the Project
11:00 Coffee Break
11:30 Visit of the Hosting School
13:30 Lunch Buffet
14:30 Introduction to the Work Discussion methodology
15:30 Coffee Break
16:00 Work Discussion Sample Case
17:30 Evaluation of the day
20:00 Dinner on the Vesuvius slopes

17/11

9:15 Meeting at the hotel and walk to the Applicant School
9:30 Work Discussion simulations: Cases from the schools
11:00 Coffee Break
11:30 Visit to Herculaneum Ruins
14:00 Lunch Buffet + Coffee at Villa Maiuri
15:00 Choosing a Fairy Tale: Speech of the Headmaster
17:00 Circle Time about Traditional Fairy Tales
17:30 Evaluation of the day
20:00 Neapolitan Pizza at Ercolano

18/11

9:15 Meeting at the hotel and walk to Villa Maiuri
9:30 Work Discussion simulations: Cases from the schools
11:00 Coffee Break
11:30 Panel discussion: Fears and Expectation
12:30 Results of the Teachers' Panel Discussion
13:30 Final Remarks and Evaluation of the Transnational Meeting
14:00 Lunch Buffet + Coffee
15:00 A tour of Naples
20:00 Dinner at the Harbour of Torre del Greco

16/11
Introduction
The “First Learning Activity” for teachers was organised together with the “First
Transnational Project Meeting” in order to give some core information both to the
teachers and the coordinators.
The programme of the two actions has then common parts and specific ones.
The first day of the event was held at the applicant school main branch, in order to
allow all the participants to know better the leading partner. All the participants
received a folder, specifically designed with the project logo and the partner’s
organisations logos, with all the necessary material for their active involvement.
The participants at the first LA were:
Anna Coluccino, Carmela Acampora, Teresa Autiero, Giuseppina Cozzolino, Annarita
Oliviero, Maria Valletti, Katia Mirone, Mai Tammoja, Corina Iatan, Tina Kolar.
9:30 Welcome and Presentation of the Partners
A warm welcome to the partners was given by the
management board of the applicant school, by
the project manager and the project transnational
coordinator.
But the most appreciate welcome was given by
the children of the school who organised a little
performance for the partners and intoned
Neapolitan and International songs.
Soon after having reached the meeting room, the project manager Monica
Malfitano and the project transnational coordinator Gemma La Sita started the
round of the presentations. Monica Malfitano together with the local Coordinator
Annunziata Punzo introduced the Iovino Scotellaro school, its mission, how it works
in a difficult environment, its former and ongoing projects and the acquired
experience.
Gemma La Sita together with Patrizia Picardi, the coordinator for the Dissemination
activities, introduced afterwards EDU lab and the reasons why the association has
the role of scientific coordination board in the project.
The local coordinators of the other participant schools where then invited to
introduce their organisation. Laura Arman, Tiit Viileberg and Robin Dewa proceeded
giving remarkable overviews of their schools and the context where they operate.

10:30 Introduction to the Project – Held by Gemma La Sita

1st TPM &
1st Learning
Activity in
Italy

4th TPM in
Romania

2nd TPM in
Slovenia
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Slovenia

3rd TPM &
2nd Learning
Activity in
Estonia

6th TPM in
Italy

Numbers for the realisation of the activities

11:30 Visit of the Hosting School
The teachers and the psychologists were invited to make a tour of the school and of
the classrooms.
The pupils of the classrooms involved in the project prepared this happening using
all the languages of the partnership and their flags and received the partners waving
the Italian flag.

14:30 Introduction to the Work Discussion methodology – Held by Patrizia Picardi

The school plays a very important role in the lives of young
people by providing a reference point that helps or hinders
the mental and emotional growth of the pupils.
This is because teachers usually face complex dynamics
and need specific tools to hone their interpersonal skills
and to deal with the emotional distress that is sometimes
connected to their job.
It is then essential to create appropriate spaces in
educational contexts and to support operators in their
crucial and delicate task of fostering the development of
children entrusted to them.

The WATCH project expects to achieve this
support by introducing in the involved
schools the “Work Discussion” Methodology.
Through this methodology, teachers will be
helped at increasing their capacity to
understand the children, to relate to them, to
provide for their inclusion in the class and
identify appropriate educational strategies
that can procure them a support for their
development.

The Work Discussion methodology is fruitfully used in
UK where was first developed at Tavistock Clinic and
has become one of the central model of teaching and
learning within professional development courses.
It is well known also with different names and already
applied in other training contexts but unfortunately it
is still scarcely tested and adopted in the school
framework which is so delicate and so needy, where
the relationship between teacher and student needs
to be supported.

The Work Discussion Approach originates from the Infant
Observation methodology.
The infant observation method is a type of direct observation
introduced since 1948 during the training of infant therapists
in the Tavistock Clinic in London, adopted in 1960 by the
Institute of Psychoanalysis in London, and subsequently
disseminated all over the world.

This observational methodology was born, therefore, for
the training of psychotherapists;
however, due to its great ductility and its characteristics, it
is also suitable for other areas of applications within the
mental health and social care sectors such as for social
worker, nurses, doctors, …

The original method consists of going and observing, once a week for
an hour, the development of a newborn within his family from birth to
two years of age.

The work discussion methodology is similar to traditional infant
observation, but in this case each educator chooses to look at his/her
class group, one or more of the children he/she works with, and keeps
a diary on which observations are reported.

Each educator can choose to observe
a particular child or more children in
various situations that he/she thinks
are significant or problematic with
respect to his/her experience.
The observation allows to think
children beyond teaching and learning
aspects, and each teacher can refine
his/her relational skills to promote not
only the cognitive development, but
also the affective and emotional ones.

Regularly, all educators meet in a discussion group led by a
psychotherapist and a psychologist who play respectively two roles:
the "conductor" and the "observer".
The reports produced by the teachers will be then analysed in the
framework of these periodical work discussion groups.
The group offers participants a spatial, physical and mental
dimension in which operate in continuous reflection on what is
happening in the observatory setting.

Also the observer psychologist will produce a report
of what discussed and achieved - a kind of working
memory that contains the observations made during
the previous group discussion meeting.

The so called "work discussion" groups
will then represent the achieved spaces
where the teachers can train
themselves to reflect on different ways of
relating, they can learn to accept,
without judging, 'negative' feelings,
sorrow, anger, aggressiveness of the
children, as well as to understand and
manage their affective requests.

This methodology will be also the space where the problems are faced and discussed and will
represent the space for dealing with the observations made in turn by the participant teachers.

The work discussion groups will
finally become an important
support to teachers in their
difficulties and labours that daily
work requires, and will give them
the opportunity to share their
experiences not only with
psychological experts but also
with their colleagues.

The peculiarity of these discussion groups during the project life is that of gradually
"training" teachers to maintain an observational and reflective function during the
phases of the work in which they are usually involved.

The act of writing down a report is the first step
for developing this reflective function.
The time spent for reflecting and writing is an
important stage: the teacher rethinks a
situation and starts his/her understanding of it.

16:00 Work Discussion Sample Case –
Supervised by Carmine Ciannella and Alessia Barbato

Reading of an example of a Teacher's Report
Saturday, 11th October 2014 - about 11:00
Today, pupils are engaged in an activity of Arts. They all work quietly.
Suddenly, a pupil tells me that another child is crying. I turn my gaze to the pupil and
I find Genny crying and sobbing. I ask him what's going on, why he's crying... and he
answers that Daniela has ripped up his sheet. At this point, I invite the two students
to come to my desk for clarifying the thing.
I ask Daniela why she ripped the sheet and she says that the sheet was hers. Then,
turning to Genny, I ask him what he was doing with Daniela's sheet and he answers
that it is Daniela that has given it to him.
I ask her the reason and Daniela explains by saying she thought of doing a favour, as
he (Genny) had already finished the activity of Arts.
At this point I insist and ask the reason of the tears, because it seemed me that
Daniela had had a gesture of attention towards her school friend.
It's Genny who answers telling that Daniela, after finishing her task, had asked for
the restitution of the sheet. Obviously Genny refused to do it, because he was
making a drawing, and Daniela replied to his refusal by snatching the responsible
sheet from his hands for drawing on it.
Saturday, 11th October 2014 - about 13:00
Pupils are preparing their rucksacks to get out. We had just finished a creative
laboratory. My classroom was smeared with different material so I was busy putting
order when I heard laughing out loud: the child sitting at the first desk is squatted
down on the ground with an eye stained of green... and laughing. I ask for
clarification. It seems that a few minutes earlier, Michele (this is his name) was bent
to put the pencil-case in his rucksack and Giulio, his deskmate, couldn't pass. For this
"violation", Giulio felt entitled to "give a ticket" to his friend and consequently
painted his eyelid and part of his nose with the green marker.
Obviously I summoned the parents of both children at the exit of the school.
Conclusion of the school day: 4 children injured and OK (0 Killed).
Thursday, 16th October 2014 - about 11:30
I was correcting the homework in the classroom when I saw a big red object flying...
and a pupil (Diletta) crying. Once again, Giulio (the same child as the other day) had
done justice on his own. While she was coming back to her desk, Diletta accidentally
dropped Giulio's pencil-case on the ground, she collected it and gave it to him.
Instead Giulio argued that Diletta had done it on purpose.

Reading of an example of the Observer's Report1
Friday, 17th October 2014. Second meeting.
The meeting starts at about 16 o'clock. We sit in the classroom that hosts us. In the
meantime, the teachers from Benevento also arrive.
On the desk, as a welcome sign, there is a small buffet prepared for a short break.
We start by reading my observation of the first meeting. Soon after we begin to read
Maria's report.
Maria tells us about three short episodes that sparked her attention: the first
episode happens on Saturday around 11:00, after recreation.
During the lesson of Art, little Daniela "gives" her white sheet to her school-friend
Genny, as a sign of courtesy and attention to her companion. Genny, after
completing his work, is going to make a nice drawing on Daniela's "gift".
However, at a certain point Daniela asks for the return of the sheet. Evidently,
Genny refuses and Daniela pulls the sheet out of his hands and tears it by letting
Genny sobbing with shiny eyes.
Facing the event, the teacher feels confused, asks explanations to Daniela who
justifies herself saying she only wanted to draw on it ...
After the reading of the text, Maria expresses her confusion also in the group ... she
feels the need to understand, to learn how to handle such dynamics ... she asks the
group what they think about the incident ... she needs to have a confrontation.
There are a few seconds of silence ... then Dr. Ciannella takes the floor by giving his
first hypothesis: he thought of the "cotton spool" game with which Freud explained
the management of the separation experience. Freud noticed that his 18-month-old
grandson used to play for a long time with a particular game: he took a spool and
tossed it away making it disappear under the bed and then he recovered it.
According to Freud, the child performed the difficult experience of separation from
his mother to try to "digest" it.
In our case the question of the "disputed" sheet between Daniela and Genny could
be related to the imminent separation of the children for the weekend: (the sheet,
like the spool, represents at the same time being together and the separation).
There is silence after this interpretation. Then the confrontation among the teachers
begins. It is mainly discussed about the way of Daniela to prevail which has
particularly impressed the teacher Maria. There are different interpretations: the
group seems to be divided, on one side the teachers from Benevento argue that this
attitude is not particularly "aggressive" and it can be considered a normal behaviour
of children of this age; on the other side the teachers from Portici claim that
Daniela's attitude is still "strong", too "decisive" for a child.
We go on and Maria reads the second episode.

1

This report contains synthesis or explanations due to the fact that it is read to people who were present at a
previous work discussion

On the same Saturday at the time of school leaving, while the teacher Maria and the
pupils are intent on re-ordering, they hear somebody laughing soundly. Maria
realizes that Michele, a student in the front row, is squatting on the ground with a
dyed green eye. She tries to figure out what had happened. It seems that Michele, in
putting his belongings in his backpack, blocked the passage to Julius, his companion.
The latter "felt righteous to tease" Michele after this infraction, coloring his eyelid
and part of his nose with the marker. Once again Maria remains "confused" ... There
are discussions about what happened: it comes out that Michele is a muddling child,
who used to stain the walls... a child who can not control himself, who always gets
dirty when eating, who can not manage his impulsivity. Michele, in fact, seemed
very amused of the incident (complicit), not bothered by Giulio's behavior. Giulio's
act is, indeed, seen as a "vengeful" act, of a person who does justice by himself.
Once again there is a tacit group split: there are those who argue that aggression is
more physiologic and those who believe that these attitudes with the passing of
time can become dangerous.
We continue by reading the third case. The "protagonist" is still Giulio. Diletta,
returning to her place, drops a pencil-case from Giulio's desk who collects it and
throws it against Diletta by letting her crying. Once again Giulio does justice by
himself. He answers the teacher's questions, claiming that Diletta had dropped his
case with intention. Mary then documents what happened: she takes a photo of
Giulio's desk covered by the cases. "It was impossible for anyone to pass by without
dropping anything," she says. Also after this reading there is discussion in the group:
after several interpretations of Giulio's rigid and sanctioning behaviour, (it emerges
a description of his family situation and the conclusion that "he is a child in need of
affection") there is also a comparison among the teachers on the great difficulty due
to having to deal with very large class groups.
The need for a brief pause is felt, the work becomes intense. So we get to the desk
to eat the buffet ... then we talk for a few minutes.
Dr. XXX

17:30 Evaluation of the first day – Supervised by Stefania Ciannella
Each participant received the following answers:

Every participant of WATCH project should fill in the evaluation form.
A grade should be given on a scale of 1 to 4, with 4 being the highest and 1 the lowest.
If you give 1 or 2, please explain why and if it is possible give an advice, using the remark lines!

1 Structure, content and delivery of the event
No.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

1.1

Organisation of the daily
activities

1.2

Effectiveness of content and
appropriate range and
balance of activities

1.3
1.3

Effectiveness of the process of
monitoring and evaluation
The quality of project
management

THEMES
Evidence of clear planning
Realistic timescales
Appropriate content, clearly
related to the aims of the event
Relevant mixture of activities e.g.
didactic sessions, workshops,…
Evidence of on-going assistance to
participants, if appropriate
Clarity of project coordination

4

3

2

1

PERSONAL REMARKS ABOUT THE THEMES:
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

2 Quality of the transnational element
No.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

2.1

Input into the event by
the project partners

2.2

Links between the aims of the
event and the overall aims of
the project

2.3

Transnational Partnership

THEMES
The extent to which each
participant contributes to the
event
Clear evidence of real synergy, in
the event programme, with the
overall objectives of the project
Commitment to the project by
each participant
Agreement amongst participants
Effective communication amongst
participants

4

3

2

1

PERSONAL REMARKS ABOUT THE THEMES:
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Results of the evaluation of the first day of the LA

 PERSONAL REMARKS ABOUT THE THEMES: a good day for learning

 PERSONAL REMARKS ABOUT THE THEMES:
a good communication between partners, poor knowledge of english
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9:30 Work Discussion simulations: Cases from the schools –
Guided by Carmine Ciannella and Alessia Barbato
The morning of the second day of the meeting was held at the Iovino Scotellaro
School main branch.
The simulation of the Work Discussion group was done in order to show to the
teachers how their effort of reporting what observed can benefit them. The
simulation had also the aim of sharing with the psychotherapists and psychologists
of the other partner organisations, the application of the methodology.
Each partner school brought 1 Case to be discussed (2 for each morning). Each
teacher chose to observe a particular child or more children in various situations
that he/she thinks are significant or problematic with respect to his/her experience.
We started with the reading of the Teacher: Anna Coluccino
A DAY IN CLASS 4 A
It's 8.15 a.m., the bell rings, the front doors open up and pupils come in the school and,
like every morning, each teacher welcomes her class.
Martina, Maria, Domenico and Simone of class 4 A get closer to me smiling but a bit
sleepy. I ask them if they slept well, Simone answers: " No teacher, I have got a cold". I tell
him I'm sorry and then he hugs me smiling.
A bit later other four pupils come in: Sonia runs to me and hugs me, Rosalba also holds to
me tight, while Giorgio looks at me and tells me he didn't do his homework. I ask him why
and he starts with some excuses, then he tells the truth, that he went to visit his father (in
prison) with his father's new partner. His parents are in fact divorced and his mother, too,
lives with another man.
His cousin Martina, who has been in our class for a short time, tells me he told the truth, I
try to calm her and tell her that I believe him and that he can do his homework as soon as
possible.
While I'm inviting my pupils to get in line in order to go to their classroom on the first floor, I
notice that Fatima, a bit disoriented, remains near her mother, who almost deposits her
like a mail box in the hall of the school. I greet her and accompany her to the line holding
her hand. She is often absent at school and can't work on her own, she often isolates in a
world of her own.
I and the other teachers give her and Maria simplified tests, because they have learning
and behavior difficulties, it's often them to ask us for simplified tests. They have been
waiting to enter rehab centers for specific therapies prescribed by a child neuropsychiatrist
for two years .
We doubt their mothers are really interested in the therapies for their children, but they say
they are doing all that is possible to be accepted in the centres and that they are still
waiting.
While getting upstairs Giorgio and Simone take footballers' little pictures from their
pockets, but I scold them and invite them to put the pictures away, because all the
teachers decided to allow their pupils to exchange them only on Wednesday during the
break.
Once in the classroom, like every day, my pupils are invited to begin reading everyone on
one's own, while waiting for their late classmates. Then I start to tape on my computer

about the pupils who are or not at school today. In the meanwhile some of them arrive
late, Tommaso comes in the classroom without greeting, so I tell him to go out and to
come in again. This time, greeting and apologizing for being late.
I notice that Maria, instead of reading, speaks loud and in dialect with Carla and
Emanuela, who are sitting in other desks a bit far from her and are creating some mess.
Simone, in fact, gets on his nerves and tells her to shut up. First I watch them, then I
reprove Maria, because she's disturbing her mates who are reading and I tell her to read in
silence for the moment; she likes reading aloud even if she can't do it very well and needs
some help. Then I ask Simone to apologize for being rude with her and he does what he is
told.
I see a raised hand, it's Christian's. I ask him what he wants and he tells me he is missing
Valerio, a new pupil, who comes from another school in Ercolano. He was received very
well by the whole class, I had in fact told them a lot about him before his arrival. I actually
met him last year, because he came here to see his future school. I then tell Christian that
Valerio has a temperature and that he can call him in the afternoon after school.
We have just started the lesson and when Martina begins reading there is an applause for
her. Martina, this year, is more self confident and her mates can finally hear her voice.
Martina is disabled, she is very sweet, calm but very shy and emotionally instable;
sometimes she starts crying without any reason and doesn't get in touch with her
classmates except with Sonia. She communicates with her classmates and teachers with
gestures, but when I look her into the eyes it's as if she spoke to me. She is constantly in
search of reassurances, it often happens to me to get closer to her and to caress her or to
encourage her. Today, after the applause, I have asked her if she was happy and she has
answered " Yes". I congratulated her because she practiced reading at home and in fact
she is improving. On the contrary I told Emanuela to do her homework and to practice
reading, in fact she confessed she didn't even open her book.
Emanuela is the eldest of four children and attended the first two years of the primary
school in a catholic boarding school. She has an autistic brother. I actually met her during
the first days of the first year, but a bit later she moved to another school, she has been in
our school again since last year. Last year Maria and Emanuela quarreled a lot, this year
they are quarreling less but sometimes I still need to separate them.
After the reading aloud I invite my pupils to take the Italian exercise book to write down the
date. As usually, Rosalba asks for the right date speaking aloud and Gianni, a bit
"annoyed ", reminds her that today she isn't the secretary (every day, there are different
secretaries chosen among my pupils). Then I invite my pupils to hurry up writing the date.
Gianni is recently nervous, he often cries because he has a toothache, he says he can't
breath and that he feels a pain in his breast. Almost every day we have to call his mother;
when he begins complaining he doesn't stop anymore, I try to calm him but it's useless.
His mother comes to school to pick him up and she says she suspects her son is
pretending to be sick. Before leaving, she tells me that she will talk to his doctor about his
pains. Today he looked quieter when he arrived at school but later he started complaining
and crying. I invite him to go to the toilet with the school janitor, when he comes back he
asks me to sit next to me at the teacher's desk.
After writing the date my pupils wait for the chrono-plan, it's Christian in particular to ask
for it.
I tell them they have to do an orthographic dictation in order to practice to write in a correct
way, then, after the collective correction on the blackboard, I give them their homework
and , as we are analysing different types of texts and in particular the descriptive one, I
invite them to describe one of their classmates.
At about 10:00 they get in line to go to the toilet after putting everything in their schoolbags
and their snacks on the desks.
It's a bit late, four pupils at a time go to the toilet, then they go back to their classroom,
they say a thanksgiving prayer and finally eat their snacks.
Everyone is laughing, because Giorgio has got a whole package of cookies and while
smiling, he stands up and offers some of his cookies to his mates.

I notice that Domenico is restless, even angry, I ask him why and he tells me that his
classmate Salvatore opened the door while he was at the toilet. Then I invite Salvatore to
apologize to him, he does what he is told but he says he didn't do it on purpose. Tommaso
defends Salvatore and Domenico tells him to mind his own business, then I tell Domenico
that at this point it has happened, that Salvatore apologized to him and it's better if he
doesn't think about it anymore. I also invite Tommaso to mind on " a kilo" of his business; I
use this expression to downplay, everyone laughs, Domenico too, and we can go on.
Domenico usually turns over on past events on his mind even out of school and, like other
children of the class, he is impulsive.
After the break we start the history lesson, there is a little time, because at the fourth hour I
have to replace one of my colleagues who is absent, so I invite my pupils to open their
books at the page about historical sources that I had already explained and that they had
to learn for today. I ask if there is someone who wants to talk about this topic and, with
great pleasure, I see a lot of raised hands, I ask a question to every pupil, so that I give
everyone the chance to express themselves.
While Tommaso tries to answer his question, Rosalba interrupts him, so they begin
quarreling and there is a little mess, then I intervene to calm them and the lesson goes
on. Martina also answers my question while Carla, Gianni, Mina, Emanuela, Giorgio,
Fatima and Maria didn't study. I reprove them saying that there are rights but also duties.
It's 12.15, I congratulate with my pupils who answered the questions and, as I have to go
to another class, I say goodbye inviting them to take their Maths exercise books. Today
there isn't their main teacher, so they have to study Maths with the teacher for children
with special needs of their class, I recommend them to behave well with her.
During the change of teachers, Maria stands up without being allowed and gets closer to
Emanuela; Simone and Tommaso chat together and Christian shouts: "Stop now!".
I have to intervene again, so that they go back to their seat and apologize to the teacher
who had just come in the classroom for a few minutes. I renew my recommendations and
say goodbye closing the door behind me.

After this reading a discussion started. The scientific coordinator Carmine Ciannella
was the Conductor of the discussion and Alessia Barbato the Observer.
The second case read was the one by Tina Kolar
Inappropriate behaviour

Teacher's reaction to the
pupil's behaviour

During the course of the lesson a
pupil called Gabriel chats with his
classmate and he does not follow the
instructions for the work

The teacher calls Gabriel's name.
As soon as she gets his attention,
she repeats her instructions of
the task to all pupils. She also
checks if Gabriel hears and
understands instructions.
When the teacher intercepts
Gabriel look, she invites him
with her non-verbal sign to listen
to the recording.

While listening to a sound clip,
Gabriel moves and plays with his
notebooks and pencils from his
pencil case. He uses his pencil as his
plane and imitates a sound of it.
Gabriel puts down his neckerchief
and then it spins it and waves it in
the air. He also stretches it and bites
it.

The teacher asks Gabriel to stop
his bad behavior because he
disturbs other pupils.

Classmates' reaction
to the pupil's
behaviour

One of Gabriel's
classmates becomes
distracted by his
imitation of plane and
he turns towards him
and watches him.

During the lesson Gabriel does not
raise his hand to answer the
question. He lies on the table and his
hands play a rhythm on the table
Gabriel takes his pen and starts to
blow through it in order for a pen to
make a sound
During his workbook work, Gabriel
turns backwards to his classmates,
looks around his classroom. He
doesn't solve tasks in his workbook ,
bites his pencil and observes his
classmates during their work.
Gabriel puts his pencil in his mouth
and starts to spin it with his hands ,
leans backwards and turns around to
his classmates as if looking for their
attention.
Gabriel starts to swing on his chair
and the legs of the wooden chair
make noise on the floor and disturb
his classmates.
Gabriel stands up and climbs up his
chair and begins to look through the
class’ window. Then he sits back
and begins to move a curtain left and
right.

The teacher touches Gabriel's
hands in order to stop his
inappropriate behaviour.

The teacher again calls Gabriel's
name and asks him to continue
doing his work in his workbook.

The teacher politely stops
Gabriel and asks him to listen to
his classmates' reply to her
question and to stop swinging as
he may get hurt.
The teacher walks to Gabriel,
puts her hand on his shoulder to
gain his attention, asking him to
sit on the chair and continue his
work.

Gabriel's Inappropriate behaviour and his teacher's reaction
towards it.

Gabriel’s schoolmates
turn to him and they
observe his actions .

Gabriel's classmates'
reaction towards his
behaviour
After the lesson is over, the teacher asks pupils to wash their hands and
Other classmates
stand in a line to go to the school canteen to have a snack. As soon as
observe Gabriel and tell
Gabriel hears “ the time for a snack” he pushes his chair and runs to be
him to go wash his
the first in the line. The teacher notices Gabriel doesn’t washes his
hands. The pupil who
hands so he is sent back to the sink and he gets angry. Gabriel starts
stands second in the
defending himself he has already washed his hands and that he doesn’t
line offers to give
want to move out of the line. When the teacher gently wants to touch his Gabriel the place of the
shoulder in order to encourage him to go to the sink, Gabriel cleverly
first pupil in the line.
avoids her touch, puts his hands on his chest and decisively repeats that
he will not go out of the line. The teacher tells Gabriel school rules are
valid for all pupils and unless he washes his hands, nobody will go to
the school canteen to have a snack. One of Gabriel's clasmates offers
him to keep the place in front of the line for him, so Gabriel runs to the
sink , washes his hands quickly and goes to the front of the line once
again.
In the school canteen Gabriel sits opposite the teacher. During eating his
snack Gabriel starts talking bad language to his classmates and laughs
loudly. . Despite being warned by his classmates not to talk like that,
Gabriel continues doing this and laughing. One of his schoolmates runs
to the teacher and tells her about his inappropriate behavior. When he
goes back to his chair, Gabriel tells him he will beat him because he
tells such things to the teacher. The teacher asks Gabriel to leave the

school canteen and goes with her out to the hall to have a talk. The
teacher explains him why his words are inappropriate for our school.
Gabriel only pokes his head , looks away and then finally he promises
not to do that again. When Gabriel goes back to his table in the school
canteen, he again starts to laugh and talk bad language..
During the extended stay in the school after the end of the school
lessons, Gabriel walks around and despite being warned by his teacher
he doesn't sit down and he does not begin writing his homework. When
other students write their homework, Gabriel begins to speak loudly and
he goes to his schoolmate to borrow his eraser. After the teacher's
warning, Gabriel goes back to his place. After a short sitting, he takes
two pencils and starts hitting the table as he’s to play drums. The
teacher raises her voice and instructs him to stop doing it. Gabriel
removes pencils. When the teacher returns to the blackboard, Gabriel
begins kicking his feet on the floor. He then goes to one of his
classmates, takes his book without asking him and brings it to his table.
The teacher tells Gabriel to return the book and apologize to his
classmate. He refuses and he says he hasn’t done anything wrong. The
teacher takes the book from Gabriel and tells him to take some other
book from the class’ bookshelves instead. Gabriel looks the other way,
puts his hands on his chest and says he’s not interested in those books
As the teacher checks pupils' homeworks, Gabriel goes to a classmate who still writes his
homework. He asks him to play with Lego bricks. His classmate says he doesn't want to play with
Lego bricks so Gabriel offers him to play chess instead. He tells Gabriel he still writes his
homework and that he doesn't want to play with him. Gabriel gets angry, tells his classmate he is a
jerk, grabs his eraser and goes with it towards the bin. His schoolmate runs after Gabriel and wants
to get his eraser back. Gabriel pushes him so that he falls down and Gabriel throws his classmate's
eraser into the bin. When the teacher hears the noise, she goes to two guys. She oders the class to
sit down and she talks with Gabriel and his schoolmate. She asks Gabriel why he does that and
Gabriel says he doesn't know why as he likes playing with this classmate of his.

Even if the report was organised in a different scheme it was followed by a
discussion conducted again by Carmine Ciannella and observed by Alessia Barbato.

15:00 Choosing a Fairy Tale: Speech of the Headmaster
The afternoon session was held at Villa Maiuri, an historical and prestigious building
offered by the Municipality of Ercolaneum to the project.
The Speech of the Headmaster of the Applicant School was held in the prestigious
conference room of the building.

FAIRY-TALE
LA FIABA
Antonio Todisco
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CHE COS’È LA FIABA

WHAT A FAIRY-TALE IS

Le fiabe, come i miti rientrano in
quell’ immaginario collettivo che fa
parte della cultura e delle tradizioni
dei popoli che le hanno tramandate
oralmente di generazione in
generazione in tempi in cui la
scrittura non era molto praticata,
rappresentando in modo più o meno
simbolico riti, usanze, costumi.
Le fiabe in origine narravano
cerimonie di iniziazione, si trattava di
riti magici che segnavano il
passaggio, per i ragazzi, dall’infanzia
all’età adulta. Spesso, infatti, per
compiere questo passaggio, il
ragazzo deve superare delle
difficilissime prove.

Fairy-tales, like myths, belong to the
culture and traditions of the peoples
who handed them on orally from
generation to generation , when
writing wasn't much practiced, they
symbolically represented rites,
habits and customs.
At the beginning fairy-tales told
about initiatory ceremonies, magical
rites that marked boys’ passage from
children to adults. A boy often had
to overcome difficult tests in order to
do this passage.

Caratteristiche specifiche della fiaba.








Deriva dal verbo “fari” col significato di raccontare (esigenza primaria)
Ha origini popolari e si rifà alla tradizione orale(è un testo corale)
La trama è lunga complessa e ricca di personaggi
Non ha un vero solo autore, ma un curatore di raccolte
I personaggi sono stereotipi privi di specifiche caratteristiche
I tempi e i luoghi non sono ben definiti e non sono unitari.
L’intento educativo non è esplicito.

Fairy-tale Features








It comes from the verb “fari", meaning to tell ( primary need)
It has popular origins and is based on the oral tradition ( It's a choral text)
The plot is long, complicated and full of characters
It hasn't only an author , but a collector of fairy-tales
Its characters are stereotypes without any specific features.
Time and place aren't defined and unitary
The educational purpose isn't clear

STRUTTURA DELLA FIABA.

FAIRY-TALE STRUCTURE

Lo schema generale di una fiaba,
secondo Propp*, è il seguente:
• Equilibrio iniziale (esordio);
• Rottura dell'equilibrio iniziale
(movente o complicazione);
• Peripezie dell'eroe;
• Ristabilimento dell'equilibrio
(conclusione).
Tra l’altro Propp afferma che
probabilmente tutte le fiabe oggi
esistenti o molte di esse derivano
da un solo nucleo o fiaba
originaria, trasformatasi in
seguito alle successive narrazioni.

The general structure of a fairytale, according to Propp, is:
• Initial balance ( Introduction);
• Breaking off of the initial
balance ( Motive or
Complication/Climax);
• The hero's adventures;
• Reestablishment of the
balance ( Conclusion).
Moreover , according to Propp, all
fairy-tales or most of them derive
from a primary fairy-tale that
transformed because of following
narrations.

I RUOLI DEI PERSONAGGI E LE FUNZIONI
*VLADIMIR PROPP
studioso formalista russo, ha scoperto che nelle fiabe personaggi, situazioni e
azioni si ripetono quasi sempre.
In particolare ha individuato:

THE CHARACTERS' ROLES
AND FUNCTIONS
*VLADIMIR PROPP
Russian formalist who found out that
in fairy-tales characters, situations
and actions are almost always the
same.
In particular he noticed:

PER I PERSONAGGI

AS FOR CHARACTERS

PER LE SITUAZIONI

AS FOR SITUATIONS

7 ruoli fissi

7 roles

31 Funzioni

31 Functions

EROE O PROTAGONISTA

PERSONAGGI
EROE O PROTAGONISTA
È il/la protagonista della fiaba, dopo varie
avventure, ottiene ciò che vuole.

HERO/HEROINE OR PROTAGONIST

CHARACTERS
HERO/HEROINE OR PROTAGONIST
He/She is the protagonist of the fairy-tale,
after several adventures he/she obtains what
he/she desires.

EROE O PROTAGONISTA

HERO/HEROINE OR PROTAGONIST

ANTAGONISTA O NEMICO

PERSONAGGI
ANTAGONISTA O NEMICO
È il nemico/a del protagonista, ostacola l’eroe e
a volte può assumere false sembianze

ANTAGONIST OR ENEMY

CHARACTERS
ANTAGONIST OR ENEMY
He/She is the protagonist's enemy,
he/she interferes with the
hero/heroine, he/she can assume
false appearances

ANTAGONISTA O NEMICO

ANTAGONIST OR ENEMY

ANTAGONISTA O NEMICO

ANTAGONIST OR ENEMY

IL DONATORE

PERSONAGGI
IL DONATORE
Dona all’eroe un mezzo magico con il quale egli
può risolvere situazioni difficili o lo aiuta nella
preparazione dell’impresa

CHARACTERS
THE GIVER
He/she gives the hero/heroine a magical device in
order to solve difficult situations or he/she helps
him/her in the organization of his/her venture.

PERSONAGGI

THE GIVER

IL MANDANTE

IL MANDANTE
È colui/colei che assegna in modo esplicito o
implicito, consapevolmente o inconsapevolmente
la missione al protagonista

CHARACTERS
THE ISTIGATOR
It's him or her who gives the hero the mission
in an explicit or implicit way, consciously or
unconsciously.

THE ISTIGATOR

L’AIUTANTE

PERSONAGGI
L’AIUTANTE
È colui/colei che aiuta il protagonista nel corso
della fiaba

CHARACTERS
THE HELPER
It's him or her who helps the hero/heroine
during the fairy-tale.

THE HELPER

L’AIUTANTE

THE HELPER

LA PERSONA O IL PREMIO RICERCATO

PERSONAGGI
LA PERSONA O IL PREMIO RICERCATO
È la persona (solitamente la principessa) o il
premio che l’eroe cerca di ottenere durante la
fiaba.

CHARACTERS
THE SOUGHT- AFTER PERSON
OR PRIZE
It's the person (usually a
princess or a prince ) or the
prize that the hero/heroine
tries to win during the fairytale.

THE SOUGHT- AFTER PERSON OR PRIZE

LA PERSONA O IL PREMIO RICERCATO

THE SOUGHT- AFTER PERSON OR PRIZE

PERSONAGGI

IL FALSO EROE

IL FALSO EROE
È colui/colei che con l’inganno si sostituisce
all’eroe per avere vantaggi ma che alla fine viene
quasi sempre scoperto

CHARACTERS
THE FALSE HERO
It's him or her who replaces the hero by
deceiving, but at the end he/she is always
unmasked.

THE FALSE HERO

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

1) Allontanamento
Un personaggio della fiaba si
allontana da casa per un particolare
motivo evento o mancanza.

2) Divieto
All’eroe viene proibito di fare
qualcosa, gli viene imposto un
divieto.

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

Also called Propp's "cards"

1) Departure
One of the fairy-tale characters gets
away from home for a particular
reason or lack.

2) Prohibition
The hero is prohibited to do
something.

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

3) Infrazione del divieto
L’eroe non rispetta la proibizione,
trasgredisce il divieto che gli era
stato imposto.

4) Investigazione
L’antagonista cerca elementi utili
per combattere l’eroe.

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

Also called Propp's "cards"

3) Break of the prohibition
Prohibition
The hero doesn't respect the
prohibition imposed.

4) Investigation
The hero doesn't respect the
prohibition imposed.

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

5) Delazione
L’antagonista riceve da qualcuno
informazioni che gli servono per
danneggiare l’eroe .

6) Tranello
L’antagonista cerca di ingannare la
vittima per impossessarsi dei suoi
beni o di lei stessa.

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

Also called Propp's "cards"

5) Delation
The antagonist receives some
information so that he can damage
the hero.

6) Trap
The antagonist tries to deceive his
victim in order to take possession of
his wealth or of himself
.

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

7) Connivenza
La vittima si lascia convincere e
cade nel tranello .

8) Danneggiamento (o mancanza )
L’antagonista riesce ad arrecare danno ad un familiare dell’eroe o
ad un suo amico; a uno dei familiari o degli amici dell’eroe manca
qualcosa o viene il desiderio di qualcosa.

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

Also called Propp's "cards"

7) Connivance
The victim is caught in the trap .

8) Damage ( or Lack)
The antagonist damages one
of the hero's relatives or
friends, who lacks or desires
something.

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

9) Mediazione
L’eroe viene incaricato di
rimediare al danneggiamento o
alla mancanza

10) consenso dell'eroe
L’eroe accetta l’incarico

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

Also called Propp's "cards"

9) Mediation
The hero is charged to find a remedy
for the damage or lack.

10) The hero's consent
The hero accepts his charge.

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

11) Partenza dell'eroe
L’eroe parte per compiere la sua
missione

12) l'eroe messo alla prova
Deve superare prove e incarichi in
cambio della promessa del donatore
di un mezzo magico* che lo aiuterà
nell’impresa

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

Also called Propp's "cards"

11) The hero's departure
The hero leaves for his mission .

12) The hero/heroine is put to the test
He has to overcome some tests in order
to get the giver's magical device that
will help him in his mission .

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

14) Conseguimento o fornitura del
mezzo magico .
L’eroe si impadronisce o riceve il
mezzo magico*.

15) Trasferimento dell'eroe
L’eroe giunge o viene condotto nel
luogo in cui dovrà compiere
l’impresa

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

Also called Propp's "cards"

14) Conquest or delivery of the
magical device
The hero obtains or receives the
magical device

15) The hero's transfer
The hero reaches the place of his
venture.

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

16) Lotta tra eroe e antagonista
L’eroe si batte contro il suo
antagonista

17) Marchiatura dell'eroe
All’eroe è posto un segno
particolare, cioè un marchio.

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

Also called Propp's "cards"

16) Fight between the hero and the
antagonist
The hero fights against his antagonist

17) The hero's stamp
The herois stamped with a
particular mark.

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

18) Vittoria sull'antagonista
L’antagonista è vinto.

19) rimozione della sciagura,
danno o mancanza iniziale
L’eroe raggiunge lo scopo per cui
si era messo in viaggio .

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

18) Victory over the antagonist
The antagonist is won, defeated .

Also called Propp's "cards"

19) Remedy of the initial
damage or lack
The hero gets the aim of his mission

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

20) Ritorno dell'eroe
L’eroe raggiunge lo scopo per cui
si era messo in viaggio.

21) Sua persecuzione
L’eroe viene perseguitato o inseguito

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS
Also called Propp's "cards"

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

20) The hero's return
The hero obtains the aim of his
journey.

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP
Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Also called Propp's "cards"

21) His persecution
The hero is persecuted or chased

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS
Also called Propp's "cards"

22) L'eroe si salva
22) The hero saves himself
Sopravvive alla persecuzione He
o survives his persecution or chase
all’inseguimento .
.

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP
Dette anche “carte di Propp”

23) l'eroe arriva in incognito a casa
L’eroe arriva a casa senza farsi
riconoscere .

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS
Also called Propp's "cards"

23) The hero arrives at home
unknown
The hero comes back home without
being recognized.
.

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

24) pretese del falso eroe
Un antagonista (falso eroe) cerca di prendere il posto
dell’eroe .

25) All'eroe è imposto un compito difficile
All’eroe è imposta una
ulteriore prova di bravura .

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

Also called Propp's "cards"

24) The false hero's claims
An antagonist ( a false hero) tries
to replace the hero.

25) The hero has a difficult task
He is put to a further test
in order to prove his skills .

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP
Dette anche “carte di Propp”

26) Esecuzione del compito
La prova viene superata

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS
Also called Propp's "cards"

26) Fulfilment of the task
The test is overcome .

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP
Dette anche “carte di Propp”

27) Riconoscimento dell'eroe
L’eroe viene finalmente
riconosciuto .

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS
Also called Propp's "cards"

27) The hero's recognition
The hero is finally recognized .

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

28) Smascheramento del falso
eroe o dell'antagonista
Gli impostori vengono smascherati.

29) Trasfigurazione trasformazione dell'eroe
Si trasforma, assume un nuovo aspetto.

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

Also called Propp's "cards"

28) The false hero's or
antagonist's unmasking
The impostors are unmasked .

29) The hero's transformation
The Hero transforms himself ,
he assumes a new appearance .

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

LE FUNZIONI DI PROPP

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

Dette anche “carte di Propp”

30) Punizione dell'antagonista
L’antagonista riceve il
giusto castigo .

31) Nozze dell'eroe
L’eroe ottiene il meritato premio.

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

PROPP'S FUNCTIONS

Also called Propp's "cards"

Also called Propp's "cards"

30) The antagonist's punishment
The antagonist gets the right
punishment .

31) The hero's wedding
The hero conquers his deserved prize
.

LE 12 AZIONI PIÙ FREQUENTI

THE MOST FREQUENT 12 ACTIONS

È ovvio che non tutte le fiabe
presentano tutte le 36 azioni/funzioni.
Infatti Propp tra quelle su elencare ne
individua dodici più significative e più
spesso frequenti, ovvero:
• La mancanza
• L’allontanamento
• Il divieto o ordine
• Il danneggiamento
• Il divieto infranto
• Il compito difficile
• Il conseguimento del mezzo magico
• Le prove da superare
• La lotta tra l’eroe e l’antagonista
• La sconfitta dell’antagonista
• La punizione dell’antagonista
• Le nozze dell’eroe e il premio

We don't find obviously all 36
actions/functions in fairy-tales . Propp in
fact highlighted the most important and
frequent 12 among them:
• The lack
• The departure
• The prohibition or command
• The damage
• The break of the prohibition
• The difficult task
• The conquest of the magical device
• The tests to overcome
• The fight between the hero and the
antagonist
• The antagonist's defeat
• The antagonist's punishment
• The hero's wedding and his prize

MEZZI MAGICI

MEZZI MAGICI

MAGICAL DEVICES

CHE COSA NON È UNA FIABA
1) LA FAVOLA
Diversamente da quanto detto per la
per la fiaba, la favola:
• Ha in comune con la fiaba la sola
origine etimologica (fari)
• Non appartiene alla tradizione orale,
ma è sin dall’origine, un testo scritto
• Ha un autore che la inventa di
propria fantasia
• I personaggi pochi, ( in genere due)
sono animali che incarnano vizi e
virtù umane
• Il tempo non è ben definito ma
spesso unitario
• L’intreccio è semplice, breve e
lineare
• Ha un esplicito intento educativo
(la morale)

MEZZI MAGICI

MAGICAL DEVICES

WHAT A FAIRYTALE ISN'T
1) THE FABLE
Differently from the fairytale, the fable:
• It has only its etymological origin in
common with the fairytale (fari)
• It doesn't belong to the oral tradition,
since the beginning it's a written text
• It has an author who invents it
• The few characters ( generally two)
are animals that symbolize human
virtues and vices
• Time isn't well defined but often
unitary
• The plot is simple and clear
• It has an explicit educational task ( the
moral)

MAGICAL DEVICES

AUTORI DI FAVOLE
ESOPO
(in greco antico: Αἴσωπος, Áisōpos;620 a.C. circa –
Delfi, 564 a.C.)
È stato uno scrittore greco antico, contemporaneo
di Creso e Pisistrato (VI secolo a.C.), noto per le
sue favole. Le sue opere ebbero una grandissima
influenza sulla cultura occidentale: le sue favole
sono tutt'oggi estremamente popolari e note. Della
sua vita si conosce pochissimo, e alcuni studiosi
hanno persino messo in dubbio che il corpus di
favole che gli viene attribuito sia opera di un unico
autore. I primi racconti in forma di favola che ci
sono stati tramandati sono i suoi.

FABLES WRITERS
AESOP
(Αἴσωπος, Áisōpos; 620 a.C. – Delfi, 564 a.C.)
He was a Greek writer at the same time of Creso
and Pisistrato (VI century B.C.), known for his fables.
His works influenced the western culture a lot. His
fables are even today very popular. We don't know
much about his life and some critics doubt that the
corpus of some of his fables was written by just one
author. The first tales handed on in the form of
fable belong to him

GAIO GIULIO FEDRO
(20/15 a.C. circa – 51ca)
È stato uno scrittore romano, autore di celebri favole,
attivo nel I secolo. Fedro rappresenta una voce isolata
della letteratura: riveste un ruolo poetico subalterno
in quanto la favola non era considerata
(analogamente a oggi) un genere letterario "alto"
anche se possedeva un carattere pedagogico e un fine
morale.
He was a Roman writer of famous fables in the first
century A.D. Fedro represents a lonely voice in
literature : he plays a secondary role, because the
fable wasn't considered ( like today) a high literary
genre, even if it had an educational character and a
moral task

CHE COSA NON È UNA FIABA
2) IL MITO
Per molti versi simile alla fiaba il mito
si distingue da essa perché:
• Ha un carattere sacrale ma non
magico
• Appartiene alla tradizione orale, ma
ha o ha avuto intenti religiosi
• I personaggi sono esseri
sovrannaturali dei o eroi dotati di
straordinari poteri
• Il tempo è collocato alle origini del
mondo
• Narra i fondamenti delle origini dei
vari popoli
• Cerca di dare una spiegazione a
eventi non comprensibili

PERSONAGGI

WHAT A FAIRYTALE ISN'T
2) MYTH
• Similar to the fable but different
because:
• It has a holy character but not magical
• It belongs to the oral tradition but it
has or had a religious task
• Its characters are supernatural beings
, gods or heroes with extraordinary
powers.
• Time traces back to the origins of the
world
• It tells the fundamental origins of
several peoples.
• It tries to explain incomprehensible
events.

PERSONAGGI

CHARACTERS

CHE COSA NON È UNA FIABA
3) IL RACCONTO, LA NOVELLA, IL
ROMANZO
• Ha origini colte o comunque non si
rifà alla tradizione orale.
• Ha sempre un solo autore, che in
genere inventa la storia e la firma
• I personaggi sono ben definiti nei
caratteri e nella personalità
• I tempi e i luoghi sono in genere
riferiti a precisi momenti storici o
all’attualità.
• L’intento educativo può o non può
essere presente.
• Spesso ha scopi autobiografici.
• Ne esistono diversi generi

PERSONAGGI

CHARACTERS

WHAT A FAIRYTALE ISN'T
3) THE TALE,THE SHORT STORY, THE
NOVEL
• It has high origins, it doesn't belong to
the oral tradition.
• It always has just one author who
invents it and signs it.
• Its characters have a well defined
personality.
• Times and places refer to precise
historical periods or to nowadays.
• There can or cannot be an educational
task.
• Its task is often autobiographical.
• There are different types

CHARACTERS

AUTORI DI FIABE
(o curatori delle raccolte)
In realtà coloro che nel tempo, prima e dopo Propp,
hanno firmato le varie raccolte di favole non ne sono i
veri autori ma studiosi o artisti che attingendo alla
tradizione orale, le hanno “fermate” nella scrittura,
apportandovi spesso una propria impronta personale
legata al momento storico e alla loro appartenenza
ideologica.

FAIRY-TALE WRITERS
(or collectors of fairy-tales)
He was a Roman writer of famous fables in the first
century A.D. Fedro represents a lonely voice in
literature : he plays a secondary role, because the
fable wasn't considered ( like today) a high literary
genre, even if it had an educational character and a
moral task

AUTORI DI FIABE

FAIRY-TALE WRITERS

GIAMBATTISTA BASILE, 1596-1632

GIAMBATTISTA BASILE, 1596-1632

Scrittore e letterato napoletano, il primo a studiare il
genere della fiaba come espressione della cultura
popolare, con l’opera in napoletano “Il cunto de li
cunti ovvero lo trattenimiento de peccerilli”
(successivamente tradotta in lingua italiana da
Benedetto Croce e di recente da Michele Rak).
Obiettivo: un genere di divertimento per le corti
Le fiabe Cenerentola, La bella addormentata nel
bosco, Il gatto sapiente diffondendosi in tutta Europa
divennero un patrimonio comune a diverse culture
Sono presenti molti temi ricorrenti: la fuga dalla
famiglia dei giovani, il viaggio, l’avventura spinta fino
alla morte, la metamorfosi del corpo

Neapolitan writer and literary man, he was the first to
study the genre of the fable as an expression of
popular culture, with his work in neapolitan “Il cunto
de li cunti ovvero lo trattenimiento de peccerilli” (later
translated in Italian by Benedetto Croce and more
recently by Michele Rak).
Task :an entertaining genre in the courts
Fairy-tales such as Cinderella, the Sleeping Beauty
and the Wise Cat, spreading throughout Europe,
were shared by different cultures.
Main topics: young people's escape from their family
, journey, adventure till the death , the change of
one's body

AUTORI DI FIABE

FAIRY-TALE WRITERS

CHARLES PERRAULT, 1628-1703

CHARLES PERRAULT, 1628-1703

Scrittore francese di Parigi e membro
dell’Accademia francese, raccoglie 11 fiabe e le
pubblica nel 1680 rielaborandole sotto falso nome
come Storie o racconti del tempo passato, con una
morale o anche successivamente come Racconti di
Mamma Oca

French writer from Paris and member of the French
Academy, he collects 11 fairytales and publishes
them in 1680, reelaborating them under a false
name as" Stories and tales of the Past with a
moral" and later as" Mother Goose's stories”.
Clear Literary Task
He took a lot of fairytales from Basile, adding some
particulars that then became universal: Cinderella,
Puss in boots, Little Red Riding hood, Bluebeard,
The Sleeping beauty.
There are many cinema, drama, dance, musical and
animated transpositions of his fairytales

Obiettivo decisamente letterario
Riprese molte fiaba da Basile, rielaborandole e
aggiungendo particolare divenuti poi universali:
Cenerentola, Il gatto con gli stivali, Capuccetto
rosso, Barbablù, La bella addormentata
Numerose sono le trasposizioni cinematografiche,
teatrali, balletti, musicale e di animazione

AUTORI DI FIABE

FAIRY-TALE WRITERS

I FRATELLI GRIMM: JACOB 1785-1863, WILHELM 1786-1859

THE GRIMM BROTHERS: JACOB 1785-1863, WILHELM 1786-1859

Linguisti, docenti universitari tedeschi, raccolgono le
storie antiche rielaborandole con l’intento di
contribuire a costruire l’identità tedesca
A loro si deve anche la legge di Grimm che cerca di
chiarire l’origine delle lingua tedesca indicando
l’esistenza di una lingua indo-europea da cui far
discendere le lingue latine e parallelamente quelle
anglo sassoni
La raccolta di storie non era intesa per bambini e
infatti nel sottotitolo si legge per bambini e il
focolare, cioè per tutti
Truci, talora violente e cruenti sono state spesso
edulcorate e deprivate dagli elementi più duri al fine
di renderle adatte ai bambini

German Linguists and university teachers, they
collect ancient stories reelaborating them with the
task to build the German identity.
We ought them the " Grimm law" that tries to
explain the origins of the German language, by
stating that all Latin languages and Anglo-Saxon
languages originated from the same language, an
Indo-European language.
Their collection didn't address to children, in the
subtitle we read in fact " For children and home",
that is for everyone.
Sometimes cruel and violent, their fairytales were
deprived of their hard elements in order to adapt
them to children

AUTORI DI FIABE

FAIRY-TALE WRITERS

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN, 1805-1875

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN, 1805-1875

Scrittore danese con una produzione vasta che
include romanzi e opere teatrali. Noto oggi
soprattutto per le sue storie per bambini scritte con
l’intento di divertire
Nonostante abbia raccolto e prestato attenzione alle
storie popolari che circolavano nelle campagne
danesi, le sue storie sono originali e alcune anche con
spunti autobiografici e ricavate dai suoi ricordi
d’infanzia “Non importa che sia nato in un recinto
d'anatre: l'importante è essere uscito da un uovo di
cigno” - da Il brutto anatroccolo
Tra le sue storie La piccola fiammiferaia, La principessa sul pisello, Il brutto
anatroccolo, La sirenetta, La regina delle nevi, Il soldatino di piombo

Danish writer with a large production of novels and
plays. Famous today above all for his stories for
children aiming at amusing.
Even if he took inspiration from popular tales in the
Danish countryside, his fairytales are original and
have some autobiographical elements, dating back
particularly his childhood " It doesn't matter I was
born in a duck fence, the important is I got out from
a swan's egg"- From The Ugly Duckling.

AUTORI DI FIABE

FAIRY-TALE WRITERS

ITALO CALVINO 1923 - 1985

ITALO CALVINO 1923 - 1985

Scrittore italiano oltre ad aver pubblicato numerosi
romanzi racconti e saggi noti in tutto il mondo , nel
1956 pubblica una sua raccolta di fiabe. l titolo
completo dell'opera, che ne chiarisce bene il
contenuto, è: Fiabe italiane raccolte dalla tradizione
popolare durante gli ultimi cento anni e trascritte in
lingua dai vari dialetti da Italo Calvino. Sono 200
fiabe provenienti da tutte le regioni d'Italia che
Calvino raccoglie e trascrive in lingua italiana.
Nell’Introduzione a Fiabe Italiane, Calvino racconta anche, con emozione, il
suo full immersion nellefiabe, al termine del quale ha visto confermata l’idea
che lo aveva spinto a intraprendere questo viaggio in mondi straordinari e
ormai lontani: le fiabe sono vere perché contengono una logica antica, eterna e
perduta che l’uomo moderno ha estrema necessità di riscoprire e recuperare.

Among his works we remember The little match girl, The Princess and the
pea, The Ugly Duckling, The little Mermaid, The Snow Queen, The lead Soldier

Italian writer, he published a lot of famous novels,
stories and essays all over the world, moreover in
1956 he published a collection of fairytales. Its title
explains its content: " Italian fairytales collected from
the popular tradition during the last 100 years and
translated by Italo Calvino into Italian from the
several dialects". They are 200 fairytales coming
from all Italian regions that Calvino translated and
wrote in Italian. In the introduction of "Italian
Fairytales" Calvino, very excited, tells about his full
immersion in the world of fairytales, that confirmed his primary idea about
this journey throughout extraordinary and far worlds: Fairytales are real,
because they have an ancient, eternal and lost reason that modern men need
to rediscover and to regain.

FUNZIONE EDUCATIVA DELLA FIABA
La favola e la fiaba sono un validissimo strumento educativo grazie allo stimolo
che forniscono alla creatività e alle loro caratteristiche di neutralità e di apertura.
Con il linguaggio metaforico immediato e semplice è possibile rivolgersi ai
bambini per trattare temi difficili quali l’abbandono o il maltrattamento in modo
non traumatico.
Secondo Bettelheim le fiabe sono il modo migliore per trasmettere ai bambini la
capacità di trovare un significato alla propria esistenza in particolare e alla vita in
generale.

THE CHARACTERS' ROLES AND FUNCTIONS
Fairy-tales and Fables, being neutral and open, are very
good educational means by stimulating the creativity.
Using a simple metaphorical language we can address to
children dealing with difficult topics, such as abandon
or ill-treatment in a manner not so traumatic.
According to Bettelheim fairy-tales are the best way to
give children the ability to find a meaning to their
existence , in particular , and to life in general

Teachers should transfer the
love for reading books!

SINTESI PER L’INSEGNANTE

SUMMARY FOR TEACHERS

Le fiabe sono:
• Un legame con il passato
• Modelli di comportamento chiari dove bene e male sono contrapposti
• Agiscono sulle emozioni e sui sentimenti
• Sono importanti per lo sviluppo psichico
• Offrono la possibilità di potenziare il lessico
• Hanno la funzione di potenziare la sfera cognitiva e di aiutare il bambino (e non
solo il bambino) a conoscere se stesso e le proprie emozione
• Sviluppano l’amore per la lettura

Fairy-tales are :
• A link to the Past
• Clear Behaviour models where good and evil are opposite each other
• They influence feelings and actions
• They are important for the psychological development.
• They give the possibility to improve one's vocabulary.
• They have the function to develop the cognitive sphere and to help children(
and not only children) to know themselves and their feelings.
• They stimulate the love for reading

FUNZIONE TERAPEUTICA DELLA
FIABA

THE FAIRYTALE THERAPEUTICAL
FUNCTION

Fiabe e favole hanno un significato
profondo e diverso in quanto si
prestano ad offrire ai propri conflitti
interiori un determinato momento di
vita.

Fables and Fairy-tales have a deep and
different meaning, they give life to
one's inner conflicts.

La fiaba è terapeutica = Fa stare
meglio

The presence of fairytales in all cultures
and times answers the need to
elaborate in a symbolical form some of
the main problems in the
developmental, while the child is
growing up.

La presenza della fiaba in tutte le
culture e in tutti i tempi risponde
all'esigenza di elaborare in forma
simbolica alcuni dei problemi più
toccanti relativi all'età evolutiva e al
percorso formativo che il bambino va
compiendo nel processo della crescita.

Fairytale is therapeutical = It makes
feel better

FUNZIONE TERAPEUTICA DELLA
FIABA
I simboli e la narrazione magicosimbolica della fiaba rispondono
infatti al bisogno del bambino di
liberarsi dall'ansia e dai conflitti in
quanto gli permettono di spostare su
personaggi fantastici tutto il vissuto
emotivo angoscioso che non sarebbe
tollerabile se investito sulle figure
parentali (genitori, fratelli…)

THE FAIRYTALE THERAPEUTICAL
FUNCTION
The symbols and the magical-symbolical
narration in fairytales answer, in fact,
the child's need to get rid of his/her
anxiety and inner conflicts, so that
he/she can transfer his/her anxious
emotional living to fantastic characters,
otherwise it wouldn't be tolerable if
he/she transferred it to his family(
parents, brothers, sisters...).

It is therapeutical…. Because
 It gives an optimistic message
 It allows the identification of the reader with
the main character
 It supports and encourages to face problems
 It helps to overcome fears
 It meets the most important anxious and
distressing elements in the growth phases
 It has not a moral aim but gives support to the
child in distress
 It pushes to trust themselves
There was upon a time: formula to enter in a
fantastic dimension

FUNZIONE CATARTICA DELLA
FIABA
La funzione catartica (catarsi=
purificazione=liberarsi da ansie per poi
stare meglio)della fiaba permette di
prendere coscienza del conflitto
(gelosia per fratelli, aggressività,
insicurezza) e di spostarla sull’oggetto
simbolico. La magia della fiaba è
quindi legata ai sentimenti infantili di
onnipotenza ed esercita un ruolo
fondamentale per la rimozione dei
conflitti e delle lotte
del bambino all’interno
del suo ambiente.
La fiaba rimane
immutata nel tempo
perché si adegua alla
mentalità del bambino .

THE FAIRYTALE CATHARTIC
FUNCTION
The cathartic function ( catharsis=
purification =to get rid of one's anxiety
in order to feel better ) of the fairytale
allows to get aware of one's inner
conflict( jealousy for siblings,
aggressiveness, uncertainty) and to
transfer it to the symbolical object. The
magic in fairytales is therefore linked to
children's feelings of almightiness and it
plays an important role for the removal
of the child's conflicts
and struggles within
his surroundings.
Fairytale never
changes because it
suits the child's mind .

SCRITTORI PER BAMBINI
Di altri scrittori per bambini che si rifanno al mondo delle fiabe, Collodi,
Rodari, Beatrix Potter, J. K. Rowling… ne parliamo un’altra volta.
Un ultimo consiglio: specie per le fiabe, non usate sempre solo libri di testo o
che “puzzano” di scuola. Sia coi piccoli sia coi grandi, sia con voi stessi , usate
libri belli, illustrati, attraenti e amateli, ma innanzitutto leggete, leggete e fate
leggere: il raccontare, l’ascoltare racconti e il raccontarsi sono bisogni primari .

FAIRY-TALE WRITERS
Other writers for children , inspired by the world of fairy-tales, are Collodi,
Rodari, Beatrix Potter, J. K. Rowling…but we'll talk about them another time.
A last piece of advice: above all as regarding
fairytales, don't always use books that "smell"
of school. Use, instead, nice,
illustrated,attractive books either with
children or with guys or with yourselves, and
love them, but first of all read, read and have
book reading. Telling and listening to stories
and telling about oneself are primary needs

THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION

17:00 Circle Time about Traditional Fairy Tales – Supervised by Alessia Barbato
The partners were asked to bring material about their traditional fairy tales in order
to share information about what will be read during the first phase of the fairy tale
action in the involved classrooms.
Further to the fairy tales displayed by each partner, other "known" fairy tales will be
chosen according to the specific issues explained in the former presentation.
All the selected fairy tales read within the first phase, will be reported in a specific
section of the project web site.
Considering that the morning was dedicated to a leisure activity and that the
coordinators were invited to listen to the speech regarding the fairy tales in order to
have a complete framework of the project and follow better the work of the
teachers, an informal additional meeting was organised after the foreseen
evaluation of the day directly at the hotel.

17:30 Evaluation of the second day – Supervised by Stefania Ciannella
Each participant received the same form of the first day.
Results of the evaluation of the second day of the LA

 PERSONAL REMARKS ABOUT THE THEMES: it was a very interesting activity

 PERSONAL REMARKS ABOUT THE THEMES: Very interesting fairy tales topics of the partners
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9:30 Work Discussion simulations: Cases from the schools –
Guided by Carmine Ciannella and Alessia Barbato
The third day of the meeting was held at Villa Maiuri.
We started with the reading of the Teacher Corina Iatan
October 23, 2017 - the 1st class B- 7 years old
At childhood, stories and fairy tales are more than mere stories. They are a very
important tool at our fingertips to stimulate reading love and books, the intellectual curiosity
of the little one, and a way to enhance the child's affective connection with the people
around him.
Through the stories, the child discovers the world and can place itself in life
situations outside the family context. By fighting good and bad the child learns life
strategies, discovers the consequences of deeds and attitudes, and learns positive social
behaviors.
8.00 am
..... Stars another school day, a new week, but also a long day to reunite my
students. At a glance I understand their condition and realize that they are anxious to start
on a new day of knowledge.
I see Maria for a moment and realize that she no longer has the patience to enter into a
magical world of stories. Mary is a very good and intelligent child, at the same time,
sensitive, always curious to find out the mystery of things.
The story, "Little Red Riding Hood," by the Brothers Grimm, speaks of the risk and the
dangers we can face when we turn out from the road set to reach a goal.
Maria reacts positively when the salvation solution comes in, and Red Riding Hood is
saved, but at the same time notes that the disobedience to the mother can put her life in
danger. Into the skin of the characters and their emotions, they live alongside the
characters affectionately , builds its own self-image and develops success stories for
problem solving and solution identification.
Children ask questions, enjoy the victory of the characters they identify, become sad
or worried when the person is in difficulty and thus learns to define their own emotions in
relation to certain situations of life. In this context, the child learns to define positive
emotions towards negative ones and develop certain social behaviors.
The children in my class prefer to read their stories more if they watch them, because they
can develop their own imagination, identifying themselves with the characters, creating

each one their own fairy tale. I feel so much more attentive, more interested, more
involved, more present.
Tales of fairy tales and tales accompany them in their childhood and offer them models to
follow in adult life.
Children's stories are beneficial and are recommended as the main educational
factor for this age stage.

After this reading a discussion started. The scientific coordinator Carmine Ciannella
was the Conductor of the discussion and Alessia Barbato the Observer.
We continued then with the reading of the teacher Mai Tammoja
I teach the first grade at Võnnu Secondary School. There are 7 pupils in my class – 2 girls
and 5 boys. All the students are inquisitive and motivated to study and do different
activities.
However, one of the pupils has problems with social skills. Jan is modest - it takes him
time to get acquainted with new situations and people. Sometimes he deliberately uses
swearwords or breaks the set rules. In an emotionally critical situation he bursts out at the
spur of the moment and may hurt others, mainly physically.
One morning Jan came to school and I saw him hit the smallest girl in the class. When I
asked for explanations, he looked down and crossed his arms at the chest. He kept quiet
and ran away. Then the lesson started. The pupils gathered into the discussion circle in
front of the blackboard. Everybody was eager to share their ideas and we discussed
different things. Jan didn’t want to speak. He kept staring the floor with his arms crossed at
his chest. The students went to their places and we started our regular learning process.
Jan began to whistle. I asked him not to but he didn’t listen and continued whistling. It was
when I told him to stop whistling and making voices that he said in a loud voice that he
didn’t want to stop. In the middle of the lesson I approached Jan, put a piece of paper in
front of him and asked him to draw a picture based on the topic of the lesson. Jan calmed
down and continued the lesson drawing.
Next day was Jan’s birthday. He brought candies to share to school and his classmates
congratulated him. When sitting in a circle I decided that each child should say something
nice about Jan. The children thought for a pretty long time but everyone found something
good to say. Jan was happy and behaved very well until the end of the day.
But the next day he continued being Jan – making noises in the classroom, disturbing
others, being easily irritable for no or very small reasons.
Background: The pupil has problems at home which he brings to school. The family lives
together with grandmother who is cruel by nature, also she is bed sick today. The whole
family suffers because of her bad mood. Jan’s mother is constantly depressed by
grandmother’s behaviour and not being able to cope with herself has spanked the child
when disciplining him. A reason why Jan hit the small girl in the class might be that Jan
has a sister who he teases at home and who has no power against him, who cannot stand
for herself.
It seems that Jan needs to be in the centre of attention and constant positive feedback to
behave properly. Unfortunately, he is not the only pupil in the class.

This was followed by a discussion conducted again by Carmine Ciannella and
observed by Alessia Barbato.

11:30 Panel discussion: Fears and Expectation
– Facilitated by Carmine Ciannella and Alessia Barbato

After this meeting and further to having understood more about the methodology
and the fairy tale action, all the partners are asked to put into practice what
acquired in their classrooms, according to a common calendar.
It was then the time then, before closing the meeting, to talk about doubts,
uncertainties, … regarding the work to be done during the first phase of the fairy
tale action and concerning the work discussion groups. It was time to share also any
hesitation regarding the observations, the reports, ...
All the participants have been asked to reflect on this, on eventual inner obstacles to
the implementation and also on their expectations related to the results of the
work.
The exercise to put outside thoughts and feelings is always useful to surface
expectations and concerns and helps participants to see that their fears and hopes
are shared by others and that they are out in the open and will be addressed
This was practiced by asking to the participants to write their reflection in small
sheets of paper to be then stuck in an appropriate panel located in front of them,
one side for the fears and another side for the expectations.
Fears and Expectations have been symbolical weighted in a scheme that, through its
graphics, should have been facilitating the reflection, the expression and the sharing
of personal contributions for a better implementation of the project activities.
All the participants had the necessary time to reflect and to write one or more
sentences.
This activity was directed just to the teachers and the psychologists.

12:30 Results of the Teachers' Panel Discussion –
Facilitated by Patrizia Picardi and Stefania Ciannella

We reached the aim of:
 facilitating the expression of personal expectations and fears about the project
and its activities and objectives
 stimulating the participants' reflection on the project and their feeling about it
 sharing hopes and fears
 stimulating the active participation and the personal contribution

13:30 Final Remarks and Evaluation of the Learning Activity
Guided by Monica Malfitano and Gemma La Sita
Each participant received the following questions:

Please insert your comments regarding 1. Organization, 2. Contents, 3. Quality and
4. General impression about the Transnational Meeting

1. Learning Activity organization
1.1. L.A. organization: Information (about travel, accommodation etc.) received before the
meeting from host partner, responding in time
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
1.2. L.A. organization: General organization
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
1.3. L.A. organization: Duration and timing of the meeting
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
1.4. L.A. organization: Domestic arrangements (accommodation, meals etc.)
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
1.5. L.A. organization: Any other comments, suggestions for next meeting:

2. Contents of the Learning Activity
2.1. Contents of the L.A.: Effectiveness of topics
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
2.2. Contents of the L.A.: Effectiveness of approach
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
2.3. Contents of the L.A.: appropriate range and balance of activities (work sessions, social
and cultural activities, team building, free time, etc.) - Realistic timescales
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
2.4. Contents of the L.A.: Clear evidence in the activity programme of the overall objectives of
the project
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
2.5. Contents of the L.A.: The activity has satisfied my personal expectations
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
2. 6. Contents of the L.A.: Any other comments and suggestions for next learning activity

3. Quality of the Learning Activity
3.1. Quality of the L.A.: All the information (about tasks, material for the meeting, etc.)
received before the activity
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
3.2. Quality of the L.A.: Development of trust and positive attitudes
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
3.3. . Quality of the L.A.: Commitment to the project by each partner
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
3.4. Quality of the L.A.: intercultural interaction
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
3.5. Quality of the L.A.: The extent to which the communication and the collaboration among
participants has been facilitated.
3.6. Quality of the L.A.: The extent to which each participant contributes to the activity
3.7. Quality of the L.A.: Any other comments and suggestions for next meeting

4. General impression
4.1. General impression: My general impression of this L.A. is …
1 Very Low - 2 Low - 3 Medium - 4 High - 5 Very High
4.2. General impression: Please write at least two strengths (positive aspects) of this L.A..
How do you feel now about our partnership? Positive aspects:
4.3. General impression: Please write at least two weaknesses (negative aspects) of this L.A..
How do you feel now about our partnership? Negative aspects:

Results of the final evaluation of the LA

 1.5. Any other comments, suggestions for next meeting:
- you can repeat everything
- to connect sightseeing and work on project

 2.6. Any other comments and suggestions for next learning activity
- little more clear theory background
- Everything is perfect to be continued
- more professional explanation, more theory about method and another important knowledge/skills that
we must to have to do in class

 3.7. Any other comments and suggestions for next meeting
more sightseeing… we want to see Pompei

4. General impression
 4.1. My general impression of this L.A. is …
The Average of the answers was 4,5 i.e. between “High” and “Very High”
 4.2. Please write at least two strengths (positive aspects) of this L.A.. How do you feel now about our
partnership? Positive aspects:
- Good ideas from partners
- wonderful food
- It was good to visit cultural places
- Italian teacher are lucky
- new connections, new friends (all people really nice and friendly)
- new learning about different school systems in Romania, Estonia, Slovenia, Italy
- I feel very good
- thank you for everything
 4.3. Please write at least two weaknesses (negative aspects) of this L.A.. How do you feel now about our
partnership? Negative aspects:
- Language difficulties(not about project)
- I have not negative Experience
- not a clear theoretical background (scientific explanations? -> similar to supervisions; why do we need
fairy tales if we have to help only the teachers and not the children?)
- to understand teachers in order to help them we need to know about their background (childhood,...)
and I'm not sure if group discussion with other teachers (co-workers) is a good idea, because of
intimate details about a person's life
- bad knowledge of English
- because of bad English the discussion was not so good
- I do not understand why are we using fairy-tales because is important to hear teachers or to work on
teachers perception not on children behaviour
- why Psychotherapist? Are we psychoanalysed teachers?

